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Rapid prefab construction
for emergency response

Interior solutions
WALLS, DOORS & MILLWORK
Durable finishes applied offsite.
Clean, non-disruptive installs.

In response to COVID-19, many health systems across
North America will require renovations or new/temporary
facilities to meet overwhelming patient care needs.
DIRTT is ready to partner with healthcare providers to rapidly
design, manufacture and install a variety of healthcare interiors.
DIRTT’s approach to healthcare construction allows interiors to be
manufactured in 21 days or less in controlled factories with extreme
precision. Components are shipped to site for a clean and seamless
install. The result is unprecedented speed, allowing healthcare
facilities to get up and running faster to service patients.
DIRTT is designed for disassembly, ensuring quicker maintenance
and easy adjustments as conditions change. Although they can
function as permanent interiors, DIRTT solutions can be repurposed
to support different requirements in the future. This secures your
investment and gives you the ability to adapt to changing needs.

FLEXIBLE MEDICAL GAS
Reduces schedules. Adaptive for
future changes.

INFECTION PREVENTION AND CONTROL

Gasketed and sealed system.
Easy to clean.

MODULAR POWER
Pre-wired in DIRTT factories.
Quick-connect installation.
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UL components

UL assemblies

Rapidly
deployed interior
construction

Adjustable UL listed
aluminum frame
assemblies with blocking
and insulation.

Factory-installed multitrade UL components.

Quickly manufactured,
delivered and installed
throughout North
America.

DIRTT can be used to renovate existing facilities,
retrofit trailers or convert open spaces to meet
emergency requirements.
Identified DIRTT builds for COVID-19 response:

DIRTT builds include:
•

Exam rooms

•

Isolation rooms

•

Triage rooms

•

Diagnostic labs

•

Patient rooms •

Headwall

Work with your local DIRTT team to plan, design and build the right solution for
your needs.

1. RENOVATIONS
•

Transition existing lower acuity units to high acuity units

•

Repurpose administration spaces to triage or overflow areas

•

Convert cold shell spaces to isolation rooms, triage or overflow areas

2. TEMPORARY FACILITIES: STRUCTURE BY OTHERS,
INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION BY DIRTT*
•

Triage, treatment and administration spaces

•

Drive-through testing and labs stations

•

Isolation rooms

3. TEMPORARY FACILITIES: TRAILER BY OTHERS,
INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION BY DIRTT*
•

Triage, treatment and administration spaces

•

Drive-through testing and labs stations

•

Isolation rooms

*Work with your local DIRTT team to plan the right solution for your needs.
DIRTT will leverage technology to build it quickly. We will tailor a solution
specific to your needs and site conditions.

To learn more about how DIRTT can assist your organization
during this time, please reach out to your local DIRTT
representative or one of our regional healthcare specialists:
healthcare@dirtt.com

DIRTT solutions transform a shipping
container into a fully-functional
medical clinic

